Updated. Changes from Version 3
===============================

The present version of this manuscript updates previous versions to include an increased sample size of n=219 AS patients. Study methods remained the same across the sample. Results of the pooled sample are presented here. For results of the original sample (n=93), please refer to earlier versions.

Introduction
============

Aortic stenosis (AS) is a progressive cardiovascular condition resulting from narrowing (or stenosis) of the aortic valve. This narrowing prevents the valve from fully opening, decreasing blood flow out of the heart and forcing it to work harder to maintain sufficient blood flow. If left untreated, AS can lead to severe cardiovascular complications and death ^[@ref-1]^. As of 2015, 12.4% of the United States population over age 75 (nearly 2.5 million people) were reportedly diagnosed with AS ^[@ref-2],\ [@ref-3]^. More than one in eight people (13.3%) over the age of 75 in the US have moderate-to-severe AS ^[@ref-4]^. Patients with AS may be asymptomatic for many years until the valve is narrowed severely enough to cause symptoms. Symptoms of AS include chest pain and angina, syncope, dyspnea, fatigue, and palpitations, all of which are exacerbated by physical activity ^[@ref-5]^. Undertreatment of AS patients is common, with more than half of patients referred to cardiologists failing to receive surgical treatment ^[@ref-6]^. Once symptoms appear, often between the ages of 70 and 80 years old, the prognosis of untreated patients is poor ^[@ref-7]^. Among untreated patients, average survival is 50% at two years and 20% at five years after the onset of AS symptoms.

The traditionally recommended treatment for AS is surgical aortic valve replacement (SAVR). Such invasive surgery, involving a large incision in the chest, may not be suitable for all patients, especially those with comorbidities. The alternative, transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR), is a minimally invasive, catheter-based procedure to replace the aortic valve in patients with AS. TAVR is the first-line therapy for inoperable patients with severe AS and an alternative to SAVR in operable high-risk patients. Among patients who are at intermediate surgical risk, both TAVR and SAVR are associated with improvements in disease-specific and generic health status ^[@ref-8]^. However, TAVR is associated with a reduced rate of complications and a quicker recovery time, with patients returning to a normal quality of life more quickly ^[@ref-9]^. When first available, the benefits of TAVR were offset by reportedly increased risks of stroke and the need for a pacemaker ^[@ref-10]--\ [@ref-12]^. Recent clinical data reveal similar, if not improved rates of stroke and need for pacemaker among TAVR patients ^[@ref-13]^. Furthermore, at a median two-year follow-up, all-cause mortality for patients undergoing TAVR was 20.2% compared with 21.9% for patients undergoing SAVR ^[@ref-14]^.

The choice of TAVR or SAVR involves patients making trade-offs between multiple treatment attributes, including invasiveness, speed of recovery, mortality rates, and risks of complications. Given the challenging nature of this decision, tools have been developed to support patient decision-making ^[@ref-15]^. However, little is known about the weights that patients assign to each attributes, how they make trade-offs between these attributes, and whether and how these preferences vary between patients. The objective of this research was to determine which outcomes associated with TAVR and SAVR patients consider most important, collect quantitative data about how patients weigh the benefits and risks associated with TAVR and SAVR, and to use this data to evaluate patients' preferences for SAVR or TAVR.

Interim results from the first 93 participants enrolled into this study were published on 21 June 2019 as Version 3. This manuscript reports the final results from this study, based on a sample of 219 participants.

Methods
=======

Overview
--------

Patients' preferences for TAVR or SAVR were assessed using a quantitative benefit-risk assessment (BRA). This involved identifying attributes that distinguish TAVR and SAVR, measuring TAVR and SAVR performance on these attributes, eliciting patients' preferences for these attributes, and combining performance and preference in a BRA to determine what proportion of patients prefer TAVR or SAVR. The patient-preference survey upon which the BRA is based was fielded from July 2018 -- January 2019.

Attribute selection
-------------------

A long list of potential attributes was identified by reviewing the attributes highlighted in previous patient preference studies for heart valve surgical interventions, published meta-analyses and clinical studies, and regulators' assessments of related products. Additional attributes were identified based on consultation with TAVR and SAVR clinical experts and from patient input. The final attributes used in the study were selected based on clinical and regulatory relevance, whether or not the attribute distinguishes between TAVR and SAVR, and to comply with the attribute set properties required of an additive BRA ^[@ref-16]^. For example, to avoid overlap with 'mortality', the 'stroke' attribute was defined as 'disabling, non-fatal strokes.'

Descriptions of the final attributes included in the BRA are summarized in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### Selected attributes for the patient-centered benefit-risk analysis of transcatheter aortic valve replacement vs surgical aortic valve replacement.

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Attribute            Definition                       Description provided to participants
  -------------------- -------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Type of procedure    Type of procedure                The invasiveness of the procedure is described by three characteristics:\
                                                        The length and depth of the incision\
                                                        Whether you heart is stopped\
                                                        The number of days that you will need to be in the hospital following a procedure.\
                                                        There are two types of procedure:\
                                                        A minimally invasive procedure requiring, on average, 8 days in hospital. A small\
                                                        incision is made near your groin, and a valve is inserted and guided to your heart\
                                                        using a long tube through an artery. The tube is used to implant a new valve in the\
                                                        heart to replace the diseased aortic valve.\
                                                        An invasive procedure, requiring, on average, 12 days in hospital. A large cut about\
                                                        25 cm long is made in your chest to access your heart. Then, your heart is stopped\
                                                        while a machine takes over your heart and lung function. A new valve is implanted\
                                                        to replace the damaged valve. Your heart is started again, and your chest is stitched\
                                                        closed.

  Mortality            Number of patients out of 100\   The numbers of patients who will die from any cause within 1 month of having\
                       who will die within 1 month      the procedure. Death could be due to complications from the procedure, from\
                                                        complications of aortic stenosis, or as a result of disabling stroke.

  Disabling non-\      The number of patients out of\   The number of patients who will experience a non-fatal but disabling stroke within\
  fatal stroke         100 who will experience a\       1 month of having the procedure. If you experience a stroke, you will be hospitalized.\
                       non-fatal disabling stroke\      If the stroke is severe, it may lead to temporary or permanent disability, such as\
                       within 1 month                   paralysis, reduced mobility, and problems with thinking, memory and speech.

  Independence         Number of patients out of\       The number of patients who experience improvement in daily activities (greater\
                       100 who experience greater\      independence) following relief from aortic stenosis symptoms within 1 month of the\
                       independence within 1 month      procedure. The symptoms of aortic stenosis (shortness of breath, fatigue, chest\
                                                        pain, and dizziness), physical function, and quality of life are improved to an extent\
                                                        that you experience improvements in your degree of independence and ability to\
                                                        engage in activities of daily living.

  New permanent\       The number of patients out\      The number of patients that will need to have a pacemaker permanently implanted\
  pacemaker            of 100 who will require a\       as a result of the procedure. Typically, a pacemaker is implanted under local\
                       pacemaker within 1 year          anesthetics and you may be discharged the same day if you get your pacemaker in\
                                                        the morning.

  Requirement for\     The number of patients out of\   The number of patients that will experience kidney function damage that will need\
  dialysis             100 who will require dialysis\   dialysis as a result of the procedure. A machine is used to do the kidney's job of\
                       within 1 year                    cleaning the blood. If you need dialysis, you will need to go to the hospital three\
                                                        times a week, with each visit lasting 4 hours.

  Time over which\     The number of years for which\   The number of years the procedure has been available and is proven to keep\
  the procedure has\   your procedure has been\         symptoms of aortic stenosis from coming back. Following this period, it is currently\
  been proven to\      available and proven to work     not known whether you will experience aortic stenosis symptoms again.
  work                                                  
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Performance measurement
-----------------------

TAVR and SAVR performance against the final attributes were identified from the published literature and from clinical data ( [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), focusing on data that had a high degree of reference and use within the clinical community. Available data for stroke risk, defined as "all stroke" (both fatal and non-fatal) in the literature, and independence, defined by Kansas City Cardiomyopathy Questionnaire (KCCQ) ^[@ref-17]^ score, required transformation to estimate performance as defined by the final study attributes. To estimate the risk of non-fatal stroke only, available stroke risk data was adjusted using the mortality rate among patients with severe aortic stenosis enrolled in the PARTNER trial who suffered a stroke compared to the mortality rate among those in the trial who did not suffer a stroke ^[@ref-18]^. 'Independence' was defined as the probability of achieving relief from AS symptoms within a month of a procedure. Given available data, this was estimated as the probability of achieving a total score of 75 on KCCQ ^[@ref-17]^. The KCCQ is a standard patient reported outcome measure used in clinical trials of surgical and transcatheter heart valves ^[@ref-21]^. Estimated mean KCCQ score and variation in this measure were transformed into the proportion of patients achieving a KCCQ total score of 75 at 1 month using procedures previously described in Marchini ^[@ref-22]^.

###### Transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) and surgical aortic valve replacement (SAVR) performance against benefit-risk analysis attributes.

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Attribute                                Measure                              TAVR    SAVR          Performance\                 
                                                                                                      Range                        
  ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------- ------------- -------------- ------------- -------------
  Mortality (all cause) ^[@ref-19]^        One-month risk                       0.011   0.005-0.017   0.040          0.028-0.053   0.005-0.053

  Disabling non-fatal stroke ^[@ref-19]^   One-month risk                       0.008   0.002-0.013   0.033          0.021-0.044   0.002-0.044

  Independence ^[@ref-8]^                  Probability of having relief from\   0.479   0.454-0.500   0.249          0.227-0.276   0.227-0.500
                                           AS symptoms that have an effect\                                                        
                                           on daily life                                                                           

  New permanent pacemaker ^[@ref-19]^      One-year risk                        0.123   0.103-0.142   0.090          0.072-0.108   0.072-0.142

  Requirement for dialysis ^[@ref-20]^     One-year risk                        0.032   0.021-0.042   0.047          0.034-0.060   0.021-0.060

  Time over which the Procedure\           Years                                10                    20                           5 - 30
  has been Proven to Work                                                                                                          
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CI, confidence interval; AS, aortic stenosis.

Survey methodology
------------------

An adapted swing weighting (ASW) exercise was administered online to elicit patients' preferences for treatment attributes ^[@ref-23]^. The objective of the ASW exercise was to identify the level of change in an attribute that patients would be willing to accept in exchange for improving their procedure from 'invasive' to 'minimally invasive' (see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} for definitions). The ASW exercise consisted of a series of pairwise comparisons of attributes---the 'invasiveness' attribute and one other attribute. Participants were shown 'current' and 'improved' levels on each attribute and asked which improvement they would prefer to make (an example choice question is shown in [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The 'current' levels were chosen to reflect the attribute performance levels of TAVR and SAVR ( [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), to ensure they had credibility with patients, adjusted to ensure that patients had sufficient range to indicate the change in the attribute that would have the equivalent value as reducing invasiveness. Therefore, the exercises were not designed to directly elicit patients' willingness to tolerate the actual change observed with TAVR.

![Example adapted swing weighting question presented to study participants.\
**'**Type of Procedure' was used in every pairwise comparison. Only the comparison attribute was varied across different attributes and performance levels.](f1000research-8-25257-g0000){#f1}

Each set of pairwise comparisons included three iterations of the choice question. Depending on the answer to the choice question, the level of improvement offered on the non-procedure attribute was updated in the direction that made the value of improvements on the two attributes more similar than in the previous question. The levels used in each of the three iterations, and how these changed depend on previous responses are shown in [extended data, Appendix 1](https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/UGD8X) ^[@ref-24]^.

A pilot of the survey among five AS patients, carried out over a 4-week period in June 2018, ensured acceptable cognitive burden, clarity of the instructions, and ease of use of the elicitation software. Before completing the ASW exercises, participants were introduced to the attributes and their definitions. Participants also completed two ASW practice questions; interpretation of their response to these practice questions was tested to ensure participants understood how to complete each of the pairwise comparisons. Only eighteen participants (8.2%) incorrectly interpreted the meaning of their response to the first practice question, and no participants incorrectly interpreted their response to the second practice question. Each participant completed a proportion of the possible pairwise question---either 3 or 4 sets of pairwise comparison questions. Participants also completed clinical and demographic questions, and health literacy and numeracy questionnaires, available as [extended data](https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/UGD8X) ^[@ref-24]^.

Participants
------------

Potentially eligible participants were recruited by M3 Global Research via email and from the membership of Heart Valve Voice and Mended Hearts patient organizations through e-mails and advertisements on social media platforms. Patients from the American Heart Association membership who had given prior permission to receive mailings were also invited to participate. Potential participants were directed to an online screening tool, where their eligibility for the survey was determined. Participants had to meet specific inclusion/exclusion criteria to participate ( [Box 1](#B1){ref-type="other"}). There were no predefined enrollment targets or stratification by other demographic characteristics. Following completion of the online screening tool, eligible participants were directed to the web survey. They were also sent a link to the web survey, available as [extended data](https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/UGD8X) ^[@ref-24]^, via e-mail so that they were able to complete the study at a time that was convenient for them.

###### Eligibility criteria

**[Inclusion criteria]{.ul}**

-   Be at least 19 years of age

-   Have a self-reported diagnosis of aortic valve disease

-   Able to read and understand English

-   Willing and able to complete an online survey

-   Willing and able to provide (electronic) consent to participate in study

-   Be a resident of the United States

-   Have been treated procedurally (TAVR or SAVR) for AS in the past 10 years

or

-   If untreated, must have experienced at least one of the following symptoms of AS:

    1.  Breathlessness/Shortness of breath

    2.  Tiredness/Lack of energy/Fatigue

    3.  Chest pain

    4.  Dizziness or blackouts/Syncope

```{=html}
<!-- -->
```
-   Be willing and able to participate in a telephone interview, and to be audio-recorded (qualitative pilot only)

**[Exclusion criteria]{.ul}**

-   Have a cognitive impairment, hearing difficulty, visual impairment, acute psychopathology

-   Have insufficient knowledge of English, which could interfere with the patient's ability to provide written consent and complete the web survey

-   Are not experiencing at least one of the symptoms of AS, as described in the inclusion criteria

Analysis
--------

Participant responses to the ASW questions identified the level of change in an attribute that patients would be willing to accept in exchange for improving their procedure from 'invasive' to 'minimally invasive.' For instance, a participant might assign the same value to a 2% reduction in mortality risk as reducing the invasiveness of the procedure. Inverting this relationship, responses we're used to estimate the maximum acceptable increase in risks (MIR) or the maximum acceptable reduction in benefits (MRB) that participants would be willing to tolerate in exchange for moving from an invasive procedure to a minimally invasive procedure. In the above example, the participant would be willing to tolerate a MIR of 2% in mortality risk to reduce the invasiveness of the procedure.

In cases of incomplete or missing data, no data imputation was performed, and unanswered questions were coded as missing. Data from participants who completed only a portion of the survey were included in the analyses if they had completed all the questions in at least one ASW exercise.

Participant preferences were incorporated into the following benefit-risk model constructed in Microsoft Excel.

$$U\text{(x)} = {\sum_{i = \text{1}}^{n}{w_{i}v_{i}(x_{i})}\mspace{270mu}(Equation\ 1)}$$

Where

1.  *U*( *x*) is the overall value generated by procedure *x*.

2.  *w ~i~* is the weight associated with attribute *i*,

3.  *v ~i~* is the partial value function for attribute *i*, which was assumed to be linear

4.  *x ~i~* is the performance of performance *x* on attribute *i*

Participants' MIR/MRB was converted into an attribute weight ( *w ~i~*) by setting the weight for 'type of procedure' to 1, and then dividing the range in performance between TAVR and SAVR on that attribute ( [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) by the MIR/MRB. For instance, if patients were willing to tolerate a 2% increase in mortality risk in exchange for a reduction in invasiveness, and reducing invasiveness is given a weight of 1, then the 4.8% change in mortality risk covered by the benefit-risk model (0.5%--5.3% range identified in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) would be given a weight of 2.4 (4.8%/2%). Weights across all attributes in the model were then normalized to sum to 100.

Four outputs were generated from the benefit-risk model to evaluate patients' preferences for TAVR and SAVR. First, the incremental overall value generated by TAVR:

$${U(increment) = U\text{(}TAVR\text{)} - U\text{(}SAVR\text{)}}\mspace{198mu}(Equation\ 2)$$

Second, the incremental partial value on each attribute generated by TAVR:

$${PV_{i}(increment) = w_{i}v_{i}(x_{TAVR}) - w_{i}v_{i}(x_{SAVR})}\mspace{162mu}(Equation\ 3)$$

Where

1.  *x ~TAVR~* is the performance of TAVR on attribute *i*

2.  *x ~SAVR~* is the performance of SAVR on attribute *i*

Third, a threshold analysis was undertaken, estimating the level of performance (minimum acceptable benefit or maximum acceptable risk) on each attribute that would leave patients indifferent between TAVR and SAVR. More specifically:

$${MAR_{a}\mspace{11mu} or\; MAB_{a} = TAVR_{a} + \operatorname{((}U(TAVR) - U(SAVR))/w_{i}v_{i}(x_{1\; unit\; a})}\mspace{54mu}(Equation\ 4)$$

Where

1.  *MAR ~a~* or *MAB ~a~* is the maximum acceptable risk or minimum acceptable benefit of attribute *a*

2.  *TAVR ~a~* is the performance of TAVR on attribute *a* (see [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

3.  *x* ~1~ *~unit\ a~* is a single unit of performance on attribute *a*

[Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} outlines the definitions of MIR, MRB, MAR, and MAB.

###### Benefit-risk analysis definitions.

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Outcome   Definition
  --------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **MIR**   **Maximum Acceptable Increase in Risk:** The maximum acceptable increase in risk for a single attribute that\
            patients would tolerate in exchange for reducing procedure invasiveness.

  **MRB**   **Maximum Acceptable Reduction in Benefit:** The maximum acceptable reduction in benefit for a single attribute\
            that patients would tolerate in exchange for reducing procedure invasiveness.

  **MAR**   **Maximum Acceptable Risk:** The maximum acceptable risk that would make patients indifferent between TAVR\
            and SAVR.

  **MAB**   **Minimum Acceptable Benefit:** The minimum acceptable benefit that would make patients indifferent between\
            TAVR and SAVR.
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TAVR, transcatheter aortic valve replacement; SAVR, surgical aortic valve replacement.

Fourth, a Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) was run to explore uncertainty in model inputs. That is, the benefit-risk model was run 10,000 times for both TAVR and SAVR. In each instance, the model drew from the distribution around both performance and weight inputs. Specifically, performance inputs were drawn from the distribution around TAVR and SAVR performance data ( [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Weight inputs were drawn in a manner that reflected the probability that participants identified different MIR/MRBs in their responses to the survey. For each iteration of the MCS, TAVR and SAVR, we've ranked based on *U* ( [Equation 2](#math1){ref-type="other"}) and the proportion of instances that TAVR ranked first was estimated.

Ethics
------

In accordance with ethical practice, Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was obtained through Advarra (approval MOD00300398 and MOD00354863) to comply with human participants research requirements prior to initiation of participant recruitment or administration of measures in the pilot or main studies. Informed consent was recorded electronically via the online survey platform. Any change to the protocol and/or informed consent form was resubmitted to the IRB for review and approval prior to implementation. The study was available for monitoring, auditing, IRB review, and regulatory inspection as applicable.

Results
=======

Demographic characteristics of participants
-------------------------------------------

A total of 219 patients completed the survey over two rounds ( [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Raw data are available from [Open Science Framework](https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/UGD8X) ^[@ref-24]^. The majority of patients were less than 60 years old (n=132, 60.3%). More than half of the respondents were female (n=128, 58.4%) and a majority were white (n=173, 79.0%). Over half of the sample had completed a college degree or higher (n=157, 71.7%). Most of the participants lived with a partner/spouse, family, or friends (n=164, 74.9%). No participants reported experiencing severe limitations to their physical activity. Few patients demonstrated low health literacy (n=23, 10.5%) or numeracy (n=22, 10.0%), and only 7 patients (3.2%) were low on both scales.

###### Demographic and clinical characteristics of aortic stenosis patients who completed the preference elicitation survey (N=219).

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Characteristics                                                          Patients, n (%)
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ -----------------
  Gender                                                                   

          Male                                                             91 (41.6%)

          Female                                                           128 (58.4%)

  Ethnic background                                                        

          Not Hispanic or Latino                                           209 (95.4%)

  Age group, years                                                         

          19--39                                                           58 (26.5%)

          40--59                                                           74 (33.8%)

          60--74                                                           55 (25.1%)

          75--89                                                           29 (13.2%)

          90+                                                              3 (1.4%)

  Racial background                                                        

          White                                                            173 (79.0%)

          Black or African American                                        27 (12.3%)

          Asian                                                            13 (5.9%)

          Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander                        3 (1.4%)

          American Indian or Alaskan Native                                4 (1.8%)

          Other                                                            7 (3.2%)

  Living Situation                                                         

          Living alone                                                     54 (24.7%)

          Living with a partner or spouse, family, or\                     164 (74.9%)
  friends                                                                  

  Employment Status                                                        

          Employed, full-time                                              93 (42.5%)

          Employed, part-time                                              28 (12.8%)

          Homemaker                                                        8 (3.7%)

          Student                                                          6 (2.7%)

          Unemployed                                                       8 (3.7%)

          Retired                                                          71 (32.4%)

          Disabled                                                         19 (8.7%)

  Highest level of education completed                                     

          Secondary/high school                                            16 (7.3%)

          Some college                                                     46 (21.0%)

          College degree                                                   93 (42.5%)

          Postgraduate degree                                              63 (28.8%)

          Other:                                                           1 (0.5%)

  General health within past week                                          

          Very good                                                        55 (25.1%)

          Good                                                             85 (38.8%)

          Fair                                                             65 (29.7%)

          Poor                                                             13 (5.9%)

          Very poor                                                        1 (0.5%)

  Previously treated for AS                                                

          Yes                                                              176 (80.4%)

          No                                                               43 (19.6%)

  NYHA Classification                                                      

          No limitation of physical activity                               78 (35.6%)

          Slight limitation of physical activity                           101 (46.1%)

          Marked limitation in physical activity                           40 (18.3%)

          Severe limitation in physical activity                           0 (0.0%)

  Health literacy and numeracy                                             

          Low literacy ( [1](#FN1){ref-type="other"})                      23 (10.5%)

          Low numeracy ( [2](#FN2){ref-type="other"})                      22 (10.0%)

          Overall low literacy / numeracy ( [3](#FN2){ref-type="other"})   7 (3.2%)
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

^1^Responses were scored between 0 (always) and 4 (never). Each participants' scored responses were averaged for a composite score ranging from 0--4. A low score if ≤2.

^2^Participants were given one point for each correctly answered question (maximum numeracy score = 5). A low score if given is ≤2 answered incorrectly. ^3^Overall low: individuals who scored low on both educational level and objective health literacy. NYHA, New York Heart Association.

Responses to ASW questions
--------------------------

When responding to the ASW questions, only a small proportion (8.68%) of participants 'straight-lined' on all questions---consistently choosing to improve either 'procedure' or the comparison attribute across all three iterations of the choice question. These responses may be a valid reflection of participants' preference---suggesting a strong preference either for avoiding an invasive procedure, or a strong preference to prioritize improving other procedure attributes. Thus, these responses were included in the analysis. The impact of excluding these data were tested, and it was determined that results of the BRA were not sensitive to whether these data were included or excluded.

Comparisons of TAVR and SAVR
----------------------------

[Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"} shows the difference in performance of TAVR compared with SAVR on each attribute, and patients' willingness to accept this difference in exchange for the lesser invasiveness of TAVR. The increase in risks or the reduction in benefits that patients are, on average, willing to accept in exchange for reducing procedure invasiveness is reported in the middle three columns. For instance, patients would be willing to tolerate a 6.69% increase in the probability of experiencing disabling, non-fatal stroke in exchange for the reduction in invasiveness associated with receiving TAVR instead of SAVR. In each case, patients were on average willing to accept TAVR's performance on any attribute in exchange for its lower invasiveness. In the case of four attributes (mortality, disabling non-fatal stroke, independence, and dialysis), TAVR performs better than SAVR. Where SAVR performs better than TAVR (the need for new permanent pacemaker and time over which the procedure has been proven to work), patients would, on average, be willing to accept TAVR's performance given its lower invasiveness. For example, participants are willing to tolerate a 6.98% increase in the risk of a new permanent pacemaker, while the probability of needing a new permanent pacemaker only increases by 3.3% with TAVR.

###### Patients Maximum Acceptable Increase in Risk (MIR)/Minimum Acceptable Reduction in Benefit (MRB) in Exchange for Reducing Procedure Invasiveness from 'Invasive' to 'Minimally Invasive'.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Attribute             Impact of TAVR\                    Maximum Acceptable Increase in Risk/Maximum Acceptable\   Proportion of\                                                                       
                        compared with\                     Reduction in Benefit \[Mean, (SD, n)\]                    participants MIR/MRB \>\                                                             
                        SAVR [†](#FN3){ref-type="other"}                                                             TAVR impact                                                                          
  --------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------- ----------------- --------------------------------------- -------
  Mortality (1 Month)   -2.9%                              3.86% (2.95, 109)                                         3.4 (2.7, 65)              4.5 (3.2, 44)     0.0521 [\*](#FN4){ref-type="other"}     100%

  Disabling\            -2.5%                              6.69% (5.73, 110)                                         6.5 (5.6, 67)              7.0 (6.0, 43)     0.6524                                  100%
  Non-Fatal Stroke                                                                                                                                                                                        

  Independence          +23.0%                             13.94% (11.77, 131)                                       13.5 (11.5, 80)            14.6 (12.2, 51)   0.5949                                  100%

  New Permanent\        +3.3%                              6.98% (5.71, 132)                                         5.9 (5.1, 76)              8.4 (6.2, 56)     0.0121 [\*\*](#FN4){ref-type="other"}   69.8%
  Pacemaker                                                                                                                                                                                               

  Requirement for\      -1.5%                              6.21% (5.62, 131)                                         5.4 (5.1, 81)              7.5 (6.2, 50)     0.0351 [\*\*](#FN4){ref-type="other"}   100%
  Dialysis                                                                                                                                                                                                

  Proven to Work        -10yrs                             17.42 years (16.86, 131)                                  17.9 (16.7, 80)            16.6 (17.2, 51)   0.6668                                  47.3%
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

†See [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} for source of data

\* p\<0.1, \*\*p\<0.05

The standard errors in patients' MIR/MRB suggests a substantial heterogeneity in patients' responses to the ASW exercise (see [extended data, Appendix S2](https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/UGD8X) ^[@ref-24]^ for more detail). Some of this heterogeneity was associated with participants' age. MIR/MRB for three attributes---probability of having a new permanent pacemaker, probability of requiring dialysis, and one month mortality risk---were associated with whether patients are over or under 60 years old. Older patients were more willing to tolerate increases in risks/reductions in benefit to avoid having to undergo an invasive procedure.

No other correlation was found between participant characteristics and MIR/MRB. This includes whether a participant reported having previously undergone treatment for their AS. While this might be expected to influence preferences, the ability of the analysis to identify this influence is limited by the relatively small sample size and the small proportion of participants who reported not having previously received AS treatment (19.6%).

There were a large proportion of participants whose individual MIR/MRB was greater than the change in attribute performance achieved with TAVR ( [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). For attributes where performance is better with TAVR compared to SAVR (mortality, disabling non-fatal stroke, independence, and dialysis), 100% of patients would prefer the improved performance and reduced invasiveness of TAVR. For the two attributes on which attribute performance is better with SAVR compared to TAVR, 70% of patients would be willing to accept the increased risk of needing a new permanent pacemaker, and 47% of participants would be willing to accept the shorter period for which TAVR had been proven to work in order to experience TAVR's reduced invasiveness.

The above analysis compares the performance of TAVR on each attribute separately. A complete comparison of TAVR and SAVR should do so across all attributes simultaneously and take into account observed heterogeneity (in this case across age groups). This objective is accomplished by means of the benefit-risk model (see [Equation 2](#math2){ref-type="other"} and [Equation 3](#math3){ref-type="other"}). [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} show the incremental value of TAVR (overall and by attribute) observed among patients 60 years old or older ( [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) and among patients less than 60 years old ( [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). These figures reveal that, overall, TAVR is of greater value to patients than SAVR. Specifically, patients placed greater value on TAVR based on a lower short-term mortality rate, reduced procedural invasiveness, and a quicker time to return to normal quality of life (independence) offsetting the value patients placed on longer period over which the procedure has been proven to work and reduced risk of needing a pacemaker generated by SAVR. Similar patterns were observed among younger and older patients.

![Incremental value of transcatheter aortic valve replacement vs. surgical aortic valve replacement in patients ≥60 years old.](f1000research-8-25257-g0001){#f2}

![Incremental value transcatheter aortic valve replacement vs. surgical aortic valve replacement in patients \<60 years old.](f1000research-8-25257-g0002){#f3}

TAVR threshold analysis
-----------------------

[Table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"} reports a threshold analysis, which shows the minimum amount of benefit that patients would accept before preferring TAVR, or the maximum amount of risk that patients would tolerate before preferring TAVR. For example, given the incremental value that patients attach to TAVR (as reflected in [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) they would be willing to tolerate a mortality risk of 12.6% following TAVR before they would be indifferent between TAVR and SAVR.

###### Threshold Analysis.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                               Minimum Acceptable Benefit/\   Outcome\            
                               Maximum Acceptable Risk        with TAVR           
  ---------------------------- ------------------------------ ----------- ------- -------
  Mortality (1 Month)          12.6%                          11.6%       13.4%   1.1%

  Disabling Non-Fatal Stroke   20.7%                          21.0%       19.9%   0.8%

  Independence                 6.5%                           6.0%        8%      47.9%

  New Permanent Pacemaker      33.0%                          30.6%       35.2%   12.3%

  Requirement for Dialysis     21.6%                          19.9%       23.7%   3.2%

  Proven to Work               0yrs                           0yrs        0yrs    10yrs
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The MCS shows that 79.5% of patients would prefer TAVR over SAVR. When the analysis is run separately for patients less than and greater than 60 years old, the proportions of patients preferring TAVR are 80.8% and 78.2% respectively. Removing patients who 'one-lined' in response to ASW exercises does not impact the results of the MCS, with 80.7% of patients still preferring TAVR.

Discussion
==========

The choice between TAVR and SAVR for the treatment of AS involves making trade-offs between: procedure invasiveness; the period over which the procedure has been proven to be effective; mortality, stroke and independence outcomes; and risks such as the need for a new pacemaker or dialysis. This study elicited patients' preferences for AS procedure attributes to determine how they make these trade-offs, and thus whether they prefer TAVR or SAVR. Results suggest that, given the potential benefits and risks of TAVR and SAVR, on average, patients attach more value to TAVR, and the majority of patients would prefer TAVR. Patients placed a greater value on the lower invasiveness, quicker speed of recovery, and reduced risk of mortality, stroke and need for dialysis associated with TAVR than they did on longer period over which the procedure has been proven to work and reduced risk of needing a pace maker associated with SAVR.

Current guidelines from the American Heart Association for the procedural treatment of AS do not take into account recent clinical data supporting the use of TAVR ^[@ref-25]^. Based on the recent clinical results of TAVR and the findings of this study, regulators may reach different conclusions about the need to protect patients from risks historically associated with TAVR. For instance, TAVR may not result in the increased risk of stroke that regulators might expect it to, and patients may be willing to tolerate the greater need for a permanent pacemaker in order to experience the benefits of TAVR.

The BRA revealed substantial heterogeneity in patient preferences for AS treatment. Some preference heterogeneity is explained by patient age, with older patients being less willing to tolerate the invasiveness of SAVR, instead preferring to accept greater potential risks associated with other procedure attributes in order to reduce the invasiveness. However, preference heterogeneity raises concerns about the attendance of participants to the preference elicitation tasks. A small proportion (8.68%) of participants straight-lined on all questions. While this might indicate a lack of attendance, it may also be capture strong preferences for/against the invasiveness of SAVR. Furthermore, all participants interpreted their response to the practice questions correctly, and only a small proportion of respondents demonstrated low health literacy or numeracy. This provides some reassurance that the preference heterogeneity observed in this study reflects a genuine difference in preference, rather than being the result of patients failing to complete the survey in a meaningful way.

Two other studies that used ASW to elicit patient preferences have been published ^[@ref-26],\ [@ref-27]^. Both studies also observed substantial preference heterogeneity. One of these studies ^[@ref-27]^ provided evidence supporting the validity and reliability of the preference outputs, both by replicating the results of the ASW with a thresholding exercise, and by comparing participants' responses with their qualitative statements on the basis for their answers. This provides some reassurance about the validity of responses to the ASW exercise used for the current study. This may suggest that methods such as ASW, which elicit individual-level patient preferences, capture more preference heterogeneity than population-level methods, such as discrete choice experiments. Further work could usefully continue to validate the results of ASW exercises and test the hypothesis that individual-level preferences method captures greater heterogeneity in patient preferences.

Only one other study of AS patients' treatment preferences has been published to date ^[@ref-28]^. The study design was sufficiently different to the current study---focusing on patients' willingness to accept the mortality risk associated with interventions---that it is not possible to directly compare the results. However, the study by Hussain *et al*. ^[@ref-28]^ did reveal a higher risk tolerance among patients with greater disease burden (defined as weekly incidence of restricting symptoms, perceived change in health compared with 1 year earlier, EQ-VAS scores, and the New York Heart Association (NYHA) classification). Our study failed to identify an association between patient preferences and NYHA classification, though this might be due to the limited sample size and the small proportion of the sample in the more severe stages of the NYHA classification. Further research could usefully gather data from a larger sample of AS patients to determine the association of preferences and patient characteristics, such as NYHA classification or whether patients have previously undergone treatment for AS.

While a majority of patients in the current study preferred TAVR, a number of patients (around 20%) preferred SAVR. This, and the underlying heterogeneity in patient preferences, support the need for a shared decision-making (SDM) tool that will help patients and surgeons choose procedures based on both clinical indications and patient risk tolerance. The Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) has developed a SDM tool to support patients choose between SAVR and TAVR ^[@ref-15]^. However, this tool includes a narrower range of treatment attributes---stroke risk, mortality risk and discharge home---than those included in the analysis reported in this study. Furthermore, the tool does not include a component to elicit a patient's preferences.

Finally, the current study has limitations which could usefully be addressed with further research. First, it was not possible to engage patients in the design of the elicitation exercise. Instead, the patient voice was reflected in the design through a review of the limited preference research undertaken with AS patients to date and through the engagement that the experts who were consulted had themselves had with patients. Further work would usefully confirm with patients that no attributes were excluded from the study. Second, in the first survey round we relied on patient self-report of their AS diagnoses and severity, and in the second wave providing confirmation of AS diagnosis was voluntary. Third, the sample is healthier and younger than the population currently eligible for TAVR and SAVR ^[@ref-29]^. AS patients were recruited from the membership of Heart Valve Voice and Mended Hearts as well as through M3 Global Research, and it is possible that patients who are motivated to join these organizations may have different preferences than the broader population. Further AS patient preference research should replicate this study, including older patients with more severe disease burden.

Conclusions
===========

Most AS patients are willing to tolerate sizable increases in clinical risk in exchange for the benefits associated with TAVR. A BRA incorporating data from patients' preferences for the attributes of AS treatments revealed a strong preference for TAVR compared to SAVR. The analysis also revealed substantial heterogeneity in individual patient preferences, partly associated with patient age. Further work is required to understand this heterogeneity, and whether additional patient characteristics such as NYHA class are associated with different preferences. In the meantime, SDM tools should incorporate the factors identified in this model to assist patients and clinicians in achieving a more patient-centered treatment decision.

Data availability
=================

Underlying data
---------------

Open Science Framework: AS patient preference data. DOI [10.17605/OSF.IO/UGD8X](https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/UGD8X) ^[@ref-24]^.

This project contains the following underlying data:

-   TAVR Manuscript_Full Dataset_Updated.xlsx (full dataset of patient responses including codebook).

Extended data
-------------

Open Science Framework: AS patient preference data. DOI [10.17605/OSF.IO/UGD8X](https://dx.doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/UGD8X) ^[@ref-24]^.

This project contains the following extended data:

-   TAVR Manuscript Appendices S1_S2_Updated.docx (contains S1 Appendix, including S1 Table 1 and legends for S1 Figures 1-6; and S2 Appendix, including legends for S2 Figures 1-6).

-   TAVR Manuscript Figures_Updated.docx (S1 Figures 1-6 and S2 Figures 1-6).

-   TAVR Survey Contents_Updated.docx (a copy of the questionnaire given to each participant).

Data are available under the terms of the [Creative Commons Zero "No rights reserved" data waiver](http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/) (CC0 1.0 Public domain dedication).

The authors would like to thank Heart Valve Voice and Mended Hearts for their support with the design of the survey, and their support recruiting patients.
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Version 1

The co-authors have an ambitious agenda to identify patient preferences regarding the differing attributes for the treatment of aortic stenosis. They are to be commended for tackling an important topic, and employing known methodologic standards for addressing the question.

They deploy a methodology of adapted swing weighting (ASW), identifying which treatment attributes patients would tolerate to move from an invasive (surgical aortic valve replacement, or SAVR) option to a minimally invasive (transcatheter aortic valve replacement, or TAVR) option. A set of pairwise comparisons were made between \'less invasive\" and other features of AVR, with 5 different iterations presented.

The study is written by employees of one of the TAVR companies (Edwards LifeSciences), as well as employees of a company that specializes in patient preference work, paid for by Edwards. It is not apparent that there was engagement of other stakeholders in the study design, such as patients, families, clinicians, administrators, policy makers, etc. There were 5 patients with the disease condition that trialed the exercises before the start of the study to ensure understandability. There is no information how these patients were recruited, or what changes were made in response to their feedback.

The authors' conclusions are that patients are willing to tolerate big increases in risk and exchange for benefits of a minimally invasive procedure.

Importance of the research question: Given the recent reconsideration of the TAVR national coverage determination, data as needed to inform interventions designed to increase the degree to which patient preferences are included in final decision making. This study suggests that there is heterogeneity in patient preferences and that patients may tolerate larger differences in risk than physicians and regulators traditionally have deemed acceptable when faced with a minimally invasive procedure.

Originality of the work: There is not a large amount of data on the preferences of patients for TAVR. 

Strengths:

Identifying patient preferences and how they influence decision-making is an important topic.  Pair-wise comparisons can be helpful to delineate tolerance of risk in one domain versus another.

In the decision aid that was presented to the patient\'s demonstrating differences between the 2 therapies, the same picture was used for both surgery and transcatheter procedure which did potentially reduce bias.

Weaknesses:

The largest weakness is the fact that the attributes were not selected by patients known to be affected by the disease condition; a survey was asked of participants in advocacy groups online.  The eligible patients were created from the membership of heart valve voice and mended hearts.  They were directed to an online screening tool where patient reported disease conditions were recorded. The study sample was largely white and highly educated. No patients had severe limitations to physical activity, which has been shown to significantly impact decision-making.  This has been a consistent weakness in study design for clinical trials as well. The patients selected for the survey, in addition, were not necessarily patients that would be considering this decision.

Data analysis:

Responses from the survey were used to compute the maximum acceptable increase in risk or maximum acceptable reduction in benefits that participants would be willing to tolerate in exchange for being involved in a less invasive procedure.

Interpretation of data:

93 patients completed the survey. Patients were not representative of the TAVR population and described above in the weaknesses. The authors importantly describe substantial heterogeneity and patient\'s responses to the exercise. Importantly, this correlated with patient age, which was lower in the sample than the TAVR population. Patients were more likely to prefer TAVR when considering benefits of independence or risks of mortality or disabling stroke. They were more likely to favor surgical AVR when considering risks of pacemaker and uncertainty regarding durability.

Presentation of data and story:

            Abstract: The abstract describes that the purpose of the research is to determine which outcomes associated with TAVR and S AVR patients consider most important. Patients were not included in the selection of potential outcomes associated with the therapies. The abstract is stand-alone, describing the findings of trade-offs for risks and benefits. However, there should be a further statement about whether or not the patients had aortic stenosis and whether they were symptomatic as this is known to impact decision-making.

            Introduction: The introduction would need to be revised regarding the literature around pacemaker and stroke. Otherwise, the introduction lays out the rationale and explains the goals for the study.

            Methods: The methods provide sufficient detail that experiments could be repeated however, much of the methods could be relegated to a supplement online.

            Results: The results are hypothesis generating but are limited in the reliability given uncertainty regarding patient diagnosis, severity of AS and symptoms status. In addition, the attributes that the patients are commenting on are defined by the research team, with leadership from the company, and therefore have potential bias. 

            The findings are clinically relevant as they describe differences and patient preferences around risk and benefit. They highlight the need for shared decision making approach. They also raise the issue of which outcomes are most important to patients. Additional research is needed to identify that from patients with symptoms themselves.

            Discussion: The discussion around the relationship between the guidelines and regulators needs editing. It is not clear on what the authors mean when they say that the current guidelines \"do not take into account recent clinical data supporting the use of TAVR\". There is an important point about how patients willingness to tolerate certain risks may differ from policy makers and physicians and an argument can be made to include patient preferences into final decision making.

Limitations described include how well the participants responding to the survey paid attention to the questions. This is described as a reason for some of the heterogeneity. Limitation would be the small size of the patient\'s sample and those patients not having the disease that is being studied nor being symptomatic. The limitations focus primarily on the selection of ASW exercises as a way to assess patient preferences rather than the patient population.

            The tables and figures do stand-alone. The references appear appropriate.

I appreciate the opportunity to review this interesting manuscript.

Is the work clearly and accurately presented and does it cite the current literature?

Yes

If applicable, is the statistical analysis and its interpretation appropriate?

I cannot comment. A qualified statistician is required.

Are all the source data underlying the results available to ensure full reproducibility?

Partly

Is the study design appropriate and is the work technically sound?

Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the results?

Partly

Are sufficient details of methods and analysis provided to allow replication by others?

Yes

Reviewer Expertise:

shared decision making

I confirm that I have read this submission and believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however I have significant reservations, as outlined above.

Marsh

Kevin

Evidera, UK
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**Review 2: Meghan Coylewright**

The co-authors have an ambitious agenda to identify patient preferences regarding the differing attributes for the treatment of aortic stenosis. They are to be commended for tackling an important topic, and employing known methodologic standards for addressing the question.

They deploy a methodology of adapted swing weighting (ASW), identifying which treatment attributes patients would tolerate to move from an invasive (surgical aortic valve replacement, or SAVR) option to a minimally invasive (transcatheter aortic valve replacement, or TAVR) option. A set of pairwise comparisons were made between \'less invasive\" and other features of AVR, with 5 different iterations presented.

The study is written by employees of one of the TAVR companies (Edwards LifeSciences), as well as employees of a company that specializes in patient preference work, paid for by Edwards. It is not apparent that there was engagement of other stakeholders in the study design, such as patients, families, clinicians, administrators, policy makers, etc. There were 5 patients with the disease condition that trialed the exercises before the start of the study to ensure understandability. There is no information how these patients were recruited, or what changes were made in response to their feedback.

The authors' conclusions are that patients are willing to tolerate big increases in risk and exchange for benefits of a minimally invasive procedure.

Importance of the research question: Given the recent reconsideration of the TAVR national coverage determination, data as needed to inform interventions designed to increase the degree to which patient preferences are included in final decision making. This study suggests that there is heterogeneity in patient preferences and that patients may tolerate larger differences in risk than physicians and regulators traditionally have deemed acceptable when faced with a minimally invasive procedure.

Originality of the work: There is not a large amount of data on the preferences of patients for TAVR. 

Strengths:

Identifying patient preferences and how they influence decision-making is an important topic.  Pair-wise comparisons can be helpful to delineate tolerance of risk in one domain versus another.

In the decision aid that was presented to the patient\'s demonstrating differences between the 2 therapies, the same picture was used for both surgery and transcatheter procedure which did potentially reduce bias.

Weaknesses:

The largest weakness is the fact that the attributes were not selected by patients known to be affected by the disease condition; a survey was asked of participants in advocacy groups online.  The eligible patients were created from the membership of heart valve voice and mended hearts.  They were directed to an online screening tool where patient reported disease conditions were recorded. The study sample was largely white and highly educated. No patients had severe limitations to physical activity, which has been shown to significantly impact decision-making.  This has been a consistent weakness in study design for clinical trials as well. The patients selected for the survey, in addition, were not necessarily patients that would be considering this decision.

***Response: We thank the reviewer for their interest in the study and their comments. We agree with concerns about the representative of the sample. The observation of the limitation of the study has been extended in the discussion section to read:***

***"Finally, the current study is based on a relatively small sample of patients, and the sample is healthier and younger than the population currently eligible for TAVR and SAVR. AS patients were recruited from the membership of Heart Value Voice and Mended Hearts, and it is possible that patients who are motivated to join these organizations may have different preferences than the broader population. Further AS patient preference research should replicate this study in a larger sample of patients, including more patients with more severe disease burden".***

Data analysis:

Responses from the survey were used to compute the maximum acceptable increase in risk or maximum acceptable reduction in benefits that participants would be willing to tolerate in exchange for being involved in a less invasive procedure.

Interpretation of data:

93 patients completed the survey. Patients were not representative of the TAVR population and described above in the weaknesses. The authors importantly describe substantial heterogeneity and patient\'s responses to the exercise. Importantly, this correlated with patient age, which was lower in the sample than the TAVR population. Patients were more likely to prefer TAVR when considering benefits of independence or risks of mortality or disabling stroke. They were more likely to favor surgical AVR when considering risks of pacemaker and uncertainty regarding durability.

Presentation of data and story:

            Abstract: The abstract describes that the purpose of the research is to determine which outcomes associated with TAVR and S AVR patients consider most important. Patients were not included in the selection of potential outcomes associated with the therapies. The abstract is stand-alone, describing the findings of trade-offs for risks and benefits. However, there should be a further statement about whether or not the patients had aortic stenosis and whether they were symptomatic as this is known to impact decision-making.

***Response: The following statement has been added to the abstract: All patients self-reported as being diagnosed with AS, and as either having received treatment for their AS in the previous 10 years or as experiencing limitations in their physical activity as a result of their AS.***

            Introduction: The introduction would need to be revised regarding the literature around pacemaker and stroke. Otherwise, the introduction lays out the rationale and explains the goals for the study.

***Response: We have not updated the introduction. Perhaps the reviewer could provide more detail on the literature that should be summarized in the introduction.*** 

            Methods: The methods provide sufficient detail that experiments could be repeated however, much of the methods could be relegated to a supplement online.

***Response: We have not moved any content to a supplementary appendix. We would be happy to consider doing so if the editors thought that was more appropriate given the audience for the journal.***

            Results: The results are hypothesis generating but are limited in the reliability given uncertainty regarding patient diagnosis, severity of AS and symptoms status. In addition, the attributes that the patients are commenting on are defined by the research team, with leadership from the company, and therefore have potential bias. 

***Response: We agree that it would have been preferable to have been able to engage patients more in the design of the study. The following statement has been added to the discussion section:***

***"it was not possible to engage patients in the design of the elicitation exercise. Instead, the patient voice was reflected in the design through a review of the limited preference research undertaken with AS patients to date and through the engagement that the experts who were consulted had themselves had with patients. Further work would usefully confirm with patients that no attributes were excluded from the study".***

***We have also added to the paragraph in the discussion on limitations the fact that we relied on patient self report of their diagnoses and AS severity.***

            The findings are clinically relevant as they describe differences and patient preferences around risk and benefit. They highlight the need for shared decision making approach. They also raise the issue of which outcomes are most important to patients. Additional research is needed to identify that from patients with symptoms themselves.

***Response: We agree this would improve the research. As above, a note to this effect has been added to the discussion.***

            Discussion: The discussion around the relationship between the guidelines and regulators needs editing. It is not clear on what the authors mean when they say that the current guidelines \"do not take into account recent clinical data supporting the use of TAVR\". There is an important point about how patients willingness to tolerate certain risks may differ from policy makers and physicians and an argument can be made to include patient preferences into final decision making.

Limitations described include how well the participants responding to the survey paid attention to the questions. This is described as a reason for some of the heterogeneity. Limitation would be the small size of the patient\'s sample and those patients not having the disease that is being studied nor being symptomatic. The limitations focus primarily on the selection of ASW exercises as a way to assess patient preferences rather than the patient population.

***Response: See earlier responses. The discussion of the limitations of the study has been extended to cover these concerns.***
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Version 1

This article by Marsh et al assesses patient preferences regarding the important medical decision about whether to undergo traditional surgical aortic valve replacement (SAVR) versus the newer transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) for aortic stenosis. This is an important effort to understand what attributes of benefit and risk from aortic valve replacement are most important to patients and understand how patients tradeoff those attributes in deciding which therapy to choose.  With shared decision-making becoming increasingly used as our US healthcare system evolves to be more patient-centric, studies such as this one are important to expanding our understanding of how best to provide the information needed by patients to make informed decisions about their care.  This study confirms a belief that many clinicians have that most patients prefer TAVR to SAVR because it is less invasive, providing evidence that about 75% patients prefer the less invasive approach.  These patients are willing to tolerate a somewhat higher risk of stroke, pacemaker placement, and dialysis, and less evidence of long-term duration for the benefits of less invasiveness.  It also identifies that younger patients (\<60 yo) perspectives may differ from those of older patients (\>60 yo) somewhat, although both groups generally prefer the less invasive procedure. 

I support the publication of this study.  While this study is not perfect from my point of view, it is an important contribution to the literature, both about how to treat aortic stenosis and about patient preference assessment more generally.  Understanding what treatment attributes are most important to patients and how patients trade off benefits and risks is important to understanding how best to inform patients about their treatment options and help them make decisions that best reflect their individual preferences.  As the paper notes on p. 11, there has only been one other, more limited study of patient preferences in aortic stenosis, so this study is an important expansion of our understanding of patient preferences that clinical area.  

Additionally, from a methodological perspective and as also noted in the paper, there are only a few other studies that use adapted swing weights (ASW) to assess patient preferences.  Swing weighting is one of only fourteen methods identified in the Medical Device Innovation Consortium (MDIC) review of preference assessment methodologies.  (See: MDIC Patient Centered Benefit Risk Project Report, Appendix A: Catalog of Methods for Assessing Patient Preferences for Benefits and Harms of Medical Technologies, May 2015, available at:  <https://mdic.org/resource/patient-centered-benefit-risk-pcbr-framework/>).  This study is an important contribution to the literature about swing weighting methods, and should allow comparison to studies of patient preference using other methods to help researchers and clinicians better understand how best to assess patient preferences.

This study does have a few issues that should be highlighted to help put the results in context.  I also note an area for further assessment of the data as well as areas for future research focus.  Please note that I come at this study as someone with an interest in patient preferences from clinical and regulatory policy perspective, and do not have the expertise to comment on the specific methodology or statistical analysis, which I will leave to experts in those areas.

Major concerns:

1.  [The mixing of treated and untreated patients in the participant population:]{.ul}  In Box 1 on p. 6, the inclusion criteria describe that patients in the study could have already had a procedure within the last 10 years or could be untreated.  From a shared decision making point of view, patients express their preferences prior to treatment -- so it is most important to understand the benefit-risk attributes that are most important to patients not yet treated and how such patients trade off such risks.  The mixing of both untreated and treated patients may make it hard to understand how the pre-procedure patients view these issues. 

Prior treatment could significantly influence a patient's preference for one treatment option or another, but it his hard to know  *a priori *how treatment would influence a patients preferences.  Prior treatment may introduce a confirmation bias that patients tend to prefer the procedure that they chose to have, and therefore require much greater benefit or much less risk from the alternative procedure compared to treatment naïve patients.  Alternatively, if patients had a negative experience with their prior procedure, they may find the benefit/risk profile of the alternative procedure much more attractive than that of the procedure that they had.  Additionally, their experience of specific benefits or risks from their procedure may skew their weighting of those specific attributes compared to other patients.

For this study, it would be important in Table 4 to add a breakdown of the patient treatment history, specifically the number and percentage of patients that have had SAVR, TAVR, or were untreated.  

Additionally, it would be helpful to add a comparison of the preferences of patients in each of these categories to show how prior treatment affects the MIR/MRB for each attribute, perhaps in a table similar to Table 5 except substituting treatment category for age.  One concern is that with a sample size of 93 patients, sub-categorization by treatment status may result in too few patients in any one category to have confidence in the results.  If this is a problem, it should be acknowledged that future studies may be needed to better understand the effect of prior treatment on preferences in aortic valve replacement.

2\. [Representativeness of patients involved in member organizations: ]{.ul} The study recruited participants from two member organizations (Heart Value Voice and Mended Hearts).  While it is understandable why the membership of these organizations facilitated identifying patients with aortic valve disease. However, patients who are motivated enough to join such organizations may have different preferences than the broader population of patients with the disease eligible for treatment of their aortic valve disease.  There is no way to assess this potential difference in this study, but the authors could acknowledge this potential source of bias in the sample population in their discussion of the results and encourage future study in one or more different aortic valve disease populations. 

3.  [Lack of clarity in the attribute of "Time over which the procedure has been proven to work":  ]{.ul}From the definition of this attribute in the paper, it is difficult to know whether patients interpreted this attribute as a measure of how long they could expect benefit, i.e, duration of effect, or whether patients also viewed this as how much clinical experience there was with a treatment, i.e., uncertainty in the knowledge about the effect.  (See section 2 of the MDIC Patient Centered Benefit Risk Report for a nice discussion of uncertainty and how it relates to patient preferences.). This ambiguity raises the question about whether this attribute as described elicited preferences about expected duration, or elicited preferences about patient tolerance of uncertainty about the effect of TAVR, or some combination of the two.  Showing an example of how this "proven to work" attribute was shown to patients akin to Figure 1 might clarify this ambiguity.  Future studies might try to separate these attributes, particularly comparing an established therapy like SAVR with a newer treatment like TAVR. 

Minor issues and typos: Introduction, last paragraph of left column, p. 3:  the beginning of the second sentence is awkward: "However, little is known about the weights that patients assign to which attributes, . . . . "  I would suggest "However, little is known about the weights that patients assign to each attribute. . . ." Methods, Attribute selection, last sentence (p.3): note "was were".  I would remove the were. Table 1, p. 4: Disabling non-fatal stroke:  in the description, first sentence, note the "one 1" -- should be "one month". Table 2, p. 4, description of "independence" attribute:  the description of the measure of this attribute does not mention that this is measured at one month, whereas all the other measures note the time frame of the measure.  Analysis, p. 6, top right column, first paragraph: there looks to be a calculation error in the next to the last sentence.  4.8%/2% = 2.4, not 1.4 as written. Comparisons of TAVR and SAVR, p. 7: right column, top paragraph -- "In each case, patents. . . . " should be "In each case, patients. . . ."Figures 2 and 3, p. 9:  Each x-axis should be labeled with what the unit of measurement is.  This will help the figures be more self-explanatory.  I hope that these comments are helpful.  Given my interest in the use of patient preferences in the FDA regulatory process and increasing shared decision making in medicine broadly, I am pleased that the authors undertook this study to better understand patient preferences in aortic stenosis treatment, and I support its publication.  It should be a nice addition to both the aortic stenosis treatment literature and the patient preference literature.

Is the work clearly and accurately presented and does it cite the current literature?

Yes

If applicable, is the statistical analysis and its interpretation appropriate?

I cannot comment. A qualified statistician is required.

Are all the source data underlying the results available to ensure full reproducibility?

Yes

Is the study design appropriate and is the work technically sound?

Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the results?

Yes

Are sufficient details of methods and analysis provided to allow replication by others?

Yes

Reviewer Expertise:

Internal medicine physician with prior experience in outcomes research and shared decision making.  Not actively involved in research in my present role as a venture capitalist, but I led the MDIC Patient Centered Benefit-Risk Project that developed a framework for incorporating patient preferences into FDA medical device regulation and developed the first catalog of patient preference methodologies included as an appendix to that report.

I confirm that I have read this submission and believe that I have an appropriate level of expertise to confirm that it is of an acceptable scientific standard, however I have significant reservations, as outlined above.

Marsh

Kevin

Evidera, UK

**Competing interests:**No competing interests were disclosed.
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**Review 1: Ross Jaffe**

This article by Marsh et al assesses patient preferences regarding the important medical decision about whether to undergo traditional surgical aortic valve replacement (SAVR) versus the newer transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) for aortic stenosis. This is an important effort to understand what attributes of benefit and risk from aortic valve replacement are most important to patients and understand how patients tradeoff those attributes in deciding which therapy to choose.  With shared decision-making becoming increasingly used as our US healthcare system evolves to be more patient-centric, studies such as this one are important to expanding our understanding of how best to provide the information needed by patients to make informed decisions about their care.  This study confirms a belief that many clinicians have that most patients prefer TAVR to SAVR because it is less invasive, providing evidence that about 75% patients prefer the less invasive approach.  These patients are willing to tolerate a somewhat higher risk of stroke, pacemaker placement, and dialysis, and less evidence of long-term duration for the benefits of less invasiveness.  It also identifies that younger patients (\<60 yo) perspectives may differ from those of older patients (\>60 yo) somewhat, although both groups generally prefer the less invasive procedure. 

I support the publication of this study.  While this study is not perfect from my point of view, it is an important contribution to the literature, both about how to treat aortic stenosis and about patient preference assessment more generally.  Understanding what treatment attributes are most important to patients and how patients trade off benefits and risks is important to understanding how best to inform patients about their treatment options and help them make decisions that best reflect their individual preferences.  As the paper notes on p. 11, there has only been one other, more limited study of patient preferences in aortic stenosis, so this study is an important expansion of our understanding of patient preferences that clinical area.  

Additionally, from a methodological perspective and as also noted in the paper, there are only a few other studies that use adapted swing weights (ASW) to assess patient preferences.  Swing weighting is one of only fourteen methods identified in the Medical Device Innovation Consortium (MDIC) review of preference assessment methodologies.  (See: MDIC Patient Centered Benefit Risk Project Report, Appendix A: Catalog of Methods for Assessing Patient Preferences for Benefits and Harms of Medical Technologies, May 2015, available at:  <https://mdic.org/resource/patient-centered-benefit-risk-pcbr-framework/>).  This study is an important contribution to the literature about swing weighting methods, and should allow comparison to studies of patient preference using other methods to help researchers and clinicians better understand how best to assess patient preferences.

***Response: We thank the reviewer for their interest in our study***

This study does have a few issues that should be highlighted to help put the results in context.  I also note an area for further assessment of the data as well as areas for future research focus.  Please note that I come at this study as someone with an interest in patient preferences from clinical and regulatory policy perspective, and do not have the expertise to comment on the specific methodology or statistical analysis, which I will leave to experts in those areas.

Major concerns:

1.  [The mixing of treated and untreated patients in the participant population:]{.ul}  In Box 1 on p. 6, the inclusion criteria describe that patients in the study could have already had a procedure within the last 10 years or could be untreated.  From a shared decision making point of view, patients express their preferences prior to treatment -- so it is most important to understand the benefit-risk attributes that are most important to patients not yet treated and how such patients trade off such risks.  The mixing of both untreated and treated patients may make it hard to understand how the pre-procedure patients view these issues. 

Prior treatment could significantly influence a patient's preference for one treatment option or another, but it his hard to know  *a priori *how treatment would influence a patients preferences.  Prior treatment may introduce a confirmation bias that patients tend to prefer the procedure that they chose to have, and therefore require much greater benefit or much less risk from the alternative procedure compared to treatment naïve patients.  Alternatively, if patients had a negative experience with their prior procedure, they may find the benefit/risk profile of the alternative procedure much more attractive than that of the procedure that they had.  Additionally, their experience of specific benefits or risks from their procedure may skew their weighting of those specific attributes compared to other patients.

For this study, it would be important in Table 4 to add a breakdown of the patient treatment history, specifically the number and percentage of patients that have had SAVR, TAVR, or were untreated.  

Additionally, it would be helpful to add a comparison of the preferences of patients in each of these categories to show how prior treatment affects the MIR/MRB for each attribute, perhaps in a table similar to Table 5 except substituting treatment category for age.  One concern is that with a sample size of 93 patients, sub-categorization by treatment status may result in too few patients in any one category to have confidence in the results.  If this is a problem, it should be acknowledged that future studies may be needed to better understand the effect of prior treatment on preferences in aortic valve replacement.

***Response: This is an important observation. We have updated Table 4 as suggested. We have not replicated Table 5, but have instead added the following note that no difference in preferences were observed between participants who had / hadn't been treated previously for their AS.***

***"No other correlation was found between participant characteristics and MIR/MRB. This includes whether a participant reported having previously undergone treatment for their AS. While this might be expected to influence preferences, the ability of the analysis to identify this influence is limited by the small sample size and the relatively small proportion of participants who reported not having previously received AS treatment (11.8%)."***

***The discussion section has also been updated to include the following statement:***

***"Further research could usefully gather data from a larger sample of AS patients to determine the association of preferences and patient characteristics, such as NYHA classification or whether patients have previously undergone treatment for AS."***

2\. [Representativeness of patients involved in member organizations: ]{.ul} The study recruited participants from two member organizations (Heart Valve Voice and Mended Hearts).  While it is understandable why the membership of these organizations facilitated identifying patients with aortic valve disease. However, patients who are motivated enough to join such organizations may have different preferences than the broader population of patients with the disease eligible for treatment of their aortic valve disease.  There is no way to assess this potential difference in this study, but the authors could acknowledge this potential source of bias in the sample population in their discussion of the results and encourage future study in one or more different aortic valve disease populations. 

***Response: We agree that the recruitment strategy may be a source of bias in the preference data. We have acknowledged this in the discussion, which now includes the statement:***

***"***

***Finally, the current study is based on a relatively small sample of patients, and the sample is healthier and younger than the population currently eligible for TAVR and SAVR. AS patients were recruited from the membership of Heart Valve Voice and Mended Hearts, and it is possible that patients who are motivated to join these organizations may have different preferences than the broader population. Further AS patient preference research should replicate this study in a larger sample of patients, including more patients with more severe disease burden".***

3.  [Lack of clarity in the attribute of "Time over which the procedure has been proven to work":  ]{.ul}From the definition of this attribute in the paper, it is difficult to know whether patients interpreted this attribute as a measure of how long they could expect benefit, i.e, duration of effect, or whether patients also viewed this as how much clinical experience there was with a treatment, i.e., uncertainty in the knowledge about the effect.  (See section 2 of the MDIC Patient Centered Benefit Risk Report for a nice discussion of uncertainty and how it relates to patient preferences.). This ambiguity raises the question about whether this attribute as described elicited preferences about expected duration, or elicited preferences about patient tolerance of uncertainty about the effect of TAVR, or some combination of the two.  Showing an example of how this "proven to work" attribute was shown to patients akin to Figure 1 might clarify this ambiguity.  Future studies might try to separate these attributes, particularly comparing an established therapy like SAVR with a newer treatment like TAVR. 

***Response: We have updated Figure 1 to use an example of a survey question that includes the 'time proven to work'  attribute.***

Minor issues and typos: Introduction, last paragraph of left column, p. 3:  the beginning of the second sentence is awkward: "However, little is known about the weights that patients assign to which attributes, . . . . "  I would suggest "However, little is known about the weights that patients assign to each attribute. . . ."  ***Response: Updated as suggested***Methods, Attribute selection, last sentence (p.3): note "was were".  I would remove the were.  ***Updated as suggested***Table 1, p. 4: Disabling non-fatal stroke:  in the description, first sentence, note the "one 1" -- should be "one month".  ***Response: Updated as suggested***Table 2, p. 4, description of "independence" attribute:  the description of the measure of this attribute does not mention that this is measured at one month, whereas all the other measures note the time frame of the measure.   ***Response: The current description includes a timeframe. No update made***Analysis, p. 6, top right column, first paragraph: there looks to be a calculation error in the next to the last sentence.  4.8%/2% = 2.4, not 1.4 as written.  ***Response: Tank you for noticing this. Updated.***Comparisons of TAVR and SAVR, p. 7: right column, top paragraph -- "In each case, patents. . . . " should be "In each case, patients. . . ." ***Response: Updated***Figures 2 and 3, p. 9:  Each x-axis should be labeled with what the unit of measurement is.  This will help the figures be more self-explanatory. ***Response: Labels have been added to the Figures.***
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